
A BSC Network token.
From the community, for the community
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OVERVIEW

Per the words of the coin developer (as mentioned in the contract),
#LIQ+#RFI+#SAFEMOON, combine together to #MOONTOKEN.
We take the best parts of everything mentioned above, and MoonToken was born.

Moontoken is an autonomous yield and liquidity generation protocol that directly 
rewards the holders, while continuously increasing liquidity.

The token rewards the investors just for holding; the longer you hold, the bigger the 
reward!

The success of MoonToken is directly bound to holder reward. With higher transacti-
on volume, higher
reward is handed out! 

8% fee for liquidity will go to an address that the contract creates, and the contract will sell it 
and add to liquidity automatically. It's the best part of the #MOONTOKEN idea, increasing the 
liquidity pool automatically, help the pool grow from the small init pool.

TOKENOMICS

Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000 tokens limitation for trade, which is 0.5% of the total supply
8% fee automatically added to the liquidity pool - locked forever – per transaction.

2% fee automatically distributed to all holders per transaction.

50% burn to the black hole. As the black hole is classified as a holder, it also receives a 
share of each transaction fee, which is in fact burned. So, the circulating supply is 
constantly reduced.



ROADMAP

LAUNCH

Fair Launch LP Burn Website 

Initial burn Whitepaper Community 
growth

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

CEX Listing 
ETH & Matic Bridge 

(under development)

Certik Contract Audit Team Reveal

Coinmarketcap
& Coingecko listing

 

Techrate 
FULL Contract Audit

Partnership with 
Crypto Leaders

Blockfolio, Trustwallet 
& Unirocket Listing

Marketing campaign debut NFT Launchpad
(under development)

Q4 2021

iOS & Android App release
Partnership with 

Fundraisers & Charities

MoonToken 
Wallet App & Credit Card
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© 2021 MoonToken | Community Owned.

WHO WE ARE

MoonToken is a community governed token. Developer made the project for the 
community, and locked himself out of the project.

If you want to learn more, feel free to join us in our Telegram and Discord channels!

Website - www.moontoken.io

Telegram - https:/t.me/MoonTokenBSCChat

Discord - https://discord.com/invite/mtMQSNSE

Twitter - https://twitter.com/MoonToken_BSC

Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/r/MoonTokenBSC

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/moontokenbsc
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